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Welcome to Laminas
Welcome to “Laminas”, the Austin General Surgery Training
E-Zine. This is primarily aimed at supporting the General Surgery training program based at the Austin Hospital Training
Hub in Melbourne in the State of Victoria, Australia. Laminas
is a quarterly E-Zine dedicated to supporting the General Surgery training program and building a community of trainees
and surgeons.
The Austin Hospital is one of eight General Surgery training
hubs in Victoria. The program at present includes 23 accredited and 24 non accredited training posts spread across two
metropolitan (Austin Health & Northern Health), three Victorian regional (Bendigo, Echuca & Sale) and four Interstate
(Alice Springs, Burnie, Hobart & Launceston) hospitals. With
a total of 47 trainees rotating to various hospitals the E-Zine
was created as a vehicle to share training information as well
as develop a community of trainees and trainers.
The name Laminas simply translates to “Blade” and what
better description than to use the business end of the one
instrument that surgeons are universally associated with, the
scalpel. The more astute amongst our readers will note the
motto on the cover page “Laminis Acutis et Acutior Mentes”.
Roughly translating to “Sharp Blades & Sharper Minds” it
is a reference to the modern surgeon who has to wield not
only his scalpel but also the nine core competencies with
consummate ease.
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Saturday the 2nd of December 2017 will see the fifteenth
consequtive Austin Research prize being conducted by
the Department of Surgery.
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Editor’s Ramblings
V Muralidharan

The Balancing Act
Balancing career development and family life

Time!
That irresistible force that slows for nothing in its advance towards infinity. It is an irreverent agent that
respects no one. The consummate equalizer regardless of cast, creed or colour. That constant companion who never misses a beat. An insidious thief who
continues to slip away. That most precious commodity once lost, never to be regained again. One that is
as abundant as the oceans yet as limited as water in
the Sahara.
Time management is critical to surgical training not
only to cope with the myriad demands of clinical
practice, learning and training requirements but also
to allow the individual to continue to develop at a social level with partners, friends, family, relationships
and children. Amongst all of these options one of the
toughest assignments is to welcome a newborn in to
one’s life while undertaking the gruelling process of
surgical training.
Safe working hours, shift work and shared work have
become more common within training units, ostensibly for the safety of patients and trainees but
propagated by the financial benefits to the healthcare
institutions. In parallel, training time has gradually increased and the demography of surgical trainees also
changed over the past decades. As gender balance
continues to head towards equality, particularly within general surgical training and an increasing number
of trainees start family life during their training period, the RACS and the Board in General Surgery have
also responded positively. Maternity leave is one of
two situations that do not impact on the maximum
training time of eight years. Flexible training is also
defined in the regulations to help trainees with young
families balance their commitments although the
4

onus currently falls on our trainees to identify suitable posts. However, within this changing landscape,
there is a lack of resources to provide the necessary
advice and support in the social, emotional and financial arenas to our trainees.
There is also the need and the difficulty of balancing
the needs of those with young families with those
who are without such ties. One has to walk the tight
rope to avoid disadvantaging one group obver the
other and certainly take in to account our own unconscious bias’.
There is also very little in the form of resources that
are available that could help trainees planning on having children during their training time or those with
young children navigate their lives.

In this issue Kellee Slater, a transplant surgeon from
Queensland and current chair of BiGS shares with us
her well-structured thoughts on planning and experiencing pregnancy during surgical training. Balancing a clinical practice of liver transplantation and HPB
surgery, commitments to the Board and a family
with three children she is an excellent role model to
advice our trainees on the balancing act.
You may also read about the experiences of three
of our own trainees in a past issue of Laminas (Volume 1 Issue 3 - November 2014) where Mary Ann
Johnson, Krinal Mori and Cris Cuthbertson recount
their own unique experiences leading up to and after
childbirth during surgical training.
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Training Corner
Kellee Slater

Pregnancy and Surgical Training
Perspectives from a General Surgeon and mother of four

Being pregnant can be one of the most challenging
times in a woman’s life. Add to that the demands of
being a general surgical trainee or consultant surgeon, the idea of having a baby can be daunting.
The following is a guideline with tips and tricks on
how to get through this big change in your life.
Thinking about getting pregnant
There is never an ideal time to get pregnant, especially when you have a surgical career. No matter when
you decide to start your family, it will change your life
in many ways. There are pros and cons to having your
children before, during and after training.
When to start your family is of course, is a personal
decision that every family must make for themselves.
Sometimes you can plan things but often pregnancy
is a surprise and the timing will be taken out of your
hands entirely. If you are a planner, talking to a trusted surgical mentor when you are thinking of trying to
get pregnant can be a good idea to help you decide
what is right for you. There are many factors to consider:
• Having to move locations during your training – this
will make childcare and schooling complicated. Being
away from family members who may be able to help
out can also be difficult. (Sometimes however, it can
be a positive!)
• It is not easy to study for examinations and do research with a cute but noisy, demanding baby in the
house.
• As a registrar, you have little control over on call
rosters and educational commitments.
Vol 4 Issue 3 November 2017

Kellee is a surgeon at Princess Alexandra Hospital
and Greenslopes Private Hospital. She specializes
in surgery for all diseases of the liver, bile ducts
and pancreas. She is a member of the liver transplant team at Princess Alexandra Hospital and also
a passionate general surgeon. Her special interest is complex hernia repair, especially incisional
hernia and laparoscopic gallbladder surgery. Kellee
did her surgical training in Brisbane at the Princess
Alexandra and a Solid Organ Transplant Fellowship
in Denver, Colorado USA. She is the current Chair
of the National Board in General Surgery.
In 2013 she wrote a popular book called “How to
do a Liver Transplant - Stories of my Surgical Life”
which recently won 2014 Courier Mail People’s
Choice Queensland Book of the year. She is married with four young children.
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• The time taken to become a consultant surgeon will
most likely be extended if you choose to have a baby
during training.
• Part time training or flexible training is available at
most hospitals but may not be easy to arrange at
short notice.
• What is your spouse’s occupation and how are the
two of you going to manage childcare?
• Your age – The older you are, the more difficult it
may be to get pregnant.
• Will you need to undergo fertility treatment and how
will this impact on your work and home life? Will you
be able to get to multiple appointments on a strict
time line? This can be easier than you think. Most fertility clinics are designed to accommodate working
mothers and appointments are available very early in
the morning so you can do this discretely.
• If you do not have a partner or are concerned that
you are not in a position to have a baby at this stage
of your life, should you consider taking steps to store
your eggs or embryos before you reach an age where
your fertility declines? It might be worth seeking the
advice of a fertility specialist on this point.

• Having a baby whilst working at public hospital
means that you will have paid maternity entitlements. This is not the case if you wait until you are
qualified and in private practice where no work,
means no money.
• Decide how far into the pregnancy you will work.
This will depend on the job you do – however, if you
have a low risk pregnancy there is no reason why
you can’t work until the end. I found keeping busy,
rather than sitting at hom¬¬e waiting for the birth
took my mind off my aching body. I was able to work
up until a couple of days before giving birth.
When and who to tell about your pregnancy
When to tell people about your pregnancy is also a
very personal decision. Many women wait until after
the twelve week mark to tell family and work colleagues armed with the reassurance that the pregnancy is likely to progress to term.
However, pregnancy can be a difficult secret to keep
in a surgical environment, where you work in close
quarters with your colleagues. Your atypical behaviour may make it impossible to hide the fact that you
are ‘with child’. Having to unscrub three times during a case in order to vomit is likely to give things
away. Sometimes you may feel faint during surgery
and there is also the extreme fatigue that may find
you asleep in the office at lunchtime.
Whilst there are some theoretical occupational hazards to you and your foetus in the surgical workplace,
like as radiation from image intensifiers and exposure to cytotoxics; if you are following normal occupational health procedures (e.g. standing behind lead
shields) the risks are very low. Some women prefer
to stand outside the theatre during the time when
x-ray is being used and this may also give away the
fact you are pregnant. Sometimes telling a trusted
superior or colleague sooner than twelve weeks is
the right choice to help you get through the difficulties of the first trimester without the whole world
knowing you are pregnant.
All surgical supervisors in Australia are understanding
of the requirements of pregnant staff members and
if they are not, then talk to the supervisor of training
at your hospital. Telling your supervisor will also let
you attend your prenatal visits without any stress. All
pregnant doctors working for government hospitals
are entitled to attend antenatal appointments.

Lingering in surgical training
Social: How I did it! Cris Cuthbertson
Laminas Vol 1 Issue 3; Page 22-24; November 2014
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It is important to note that pregnancy is not a disease
and usually after twelve weeks the nausea and
Laminas - Austin General Surgery Training newsletter

fatigue will settle down and most women find they
can work as normal. If you are having a healthy pregnancy, there is no evidence that it is dangerous for
women to perform their normal duties in the surgical
environment if normal occupational health and safety
procedures are followed.
Know your training requirements
Another reason for talking to your supervisor early,
is to plan your training around your pregnancy. There
are many educational demands placed on a surgical trainee that must be completed in certain timeframes. Pregnancy will affect this and good planning
early in your pregnancy can avoid surprises when it
comes to your training obligations.
It is an requirement that a general surgical trainee
cannot be absent for longer than six weeks in any six
month term of training. Whilst it is possible to have a
baby and be back at work within six weeks, it is by no
means easy and is not the option taken up by many
pregnant surgical trainees. The Board in General Surgery is currently working on more flexible training options. Please check back shortly for advice on this.
No matter what happens, some time out from your
training will likely be required and you will be on “interruption” for this time. You can still sit surgical examinations whilst on interruption. You are also able to
continue to do research to fulfil the training requirements. However, do not count on your ability to do
this. The first few months after having a baby can be a
sleepless blur and studying for and passing an exam
might be tricky. You won’t know about how you will
feel until you are in the situation, but I know that all
I wanted to do in my six weeks maternity leave was
enjoy my baby.
Taking maternity leave will not affect the total time
you have to complete training i.e. ten years.
Plan your leave
The Board in General Surgery regulations regarding
interruption of training to have a baby are quite separate from you employer’s requirements. Your hospital
will have a maternity leave policy and this will vary
from state to state. e.g. there will be a period of paid
maternity leave and this can then be extended, often up to one year of unpaid maternity leave. Most
hospitals will also require a medical certificate stating
the baby’s due date. Another reason to speak to your
supervisor early is so the unit you will be working
for can plan around your absence and have time to
decide about relieving staff.
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House, baby & FRACS exam in 18 months
Social How I did it! Mary Ann Johnson
Laminas Vol 1 Issue 3; Page 18-19; November 2014

Most hospitals have regulations about how far into a
pregnancy you are permitted to work. e.g. 36 weeks.
After this time you will require an obstetrician’s letter
explaining that you are safe to continue. Know your
local rules. If you feel well, there is no reason you
cannot keep working up until the birth of your child.
Many women like to work right up their due date so
most of their maternity leave can be spent with their
baby after the deliver. This is a personal decision. Your
employer is likely to have rules surrounding when you
can return to work.
Financial Matters
Ensure the pay office has your leave forms and medical certificates and make sure you know who is going to pay you. This might sound strange, but leave
can get complicated if you take part of your maternity
leave at one hospital that extends into a new term at
another hospital. Your surgical supervisor and human
resources person will be able to help you with this if
you experience difficulties.
If you don’t have income protection insurance and life
insurance, now is the time to think about getting it.
Most income protection insurance policies however,
will not pay out on pregnancy related complications
until three months after the baby is born. This seems
to be standard across the insurance industry, but
check with your insurer for accurate advice.
The Practicalities of Being a Pregnant Surgeon
It may be hard to believe, but it is possible to fit easily
at the operating table, even when heavily pregnant.
The baby bump grows quite slowly over the nine
months and you will adapt the way you stand. When
operating on the abdomen, there is room just next to
the patient’s abdomen or arm – if it is tucked by their
side. For other procedures such as endoscopy, you
may be able to sit down. The main thing is, most jobs
are adaptable.
[Continued on page 12]
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Events
Yuen Chiu Kang

A Cloud of trainees at Cumulus
Gracias Cena 2017: Cumulus Restaurant & Bar
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Gratias Cena 2017 provided formal recognition and
informal celebration of the important relationships between the Austin general surgery trainees and those
who train them. For those too foolish not to attend
(and those who attended but have already forgotten),
a summary is in order.
The venue was just white. We stepped out of a dim
Melbourne laneway into a room of pure white, angular walls, encasing a single, long white table and an
ivory baby grand piano. This striking space gradually
filled in with colourful clothes and personalities, and
we sat as one group to celebrate our mentors and
share an excellent meal.
James Walcott stunned and delighted us all with
his skill at the piano. His tribute to mentors present
and absent was in the form of the music that enriches his life and provided an important release from
the pressures of surgical training. It was beautifully
executed and received with rapture. The quality of
James’ playing is such that I will even refrain from
including a string of ‘pianist’ jokes (I had 5 at last
count).
Ankur Sidhu thanked the surgeons on behalf of all
trainees, for their professionalism and generously devoting time and effort to teaching. He highlighted the
reputation of the Austin Hub for outstanding surgical
training and praised the culture of support for trainees from their unaccredited years through SET and
beyond. He also thanked the fellows for their contributions to registrar training.
Wanda Stelmach thanked the registrars on behalf of
surgeons. Trainees regularly witness Wanda’s devotion to training and willingness to support her junior
staff in any way necessary. She recognised the trainees’ impact on consultants - keeping them abreast
of variation and evolution in surgical practice and providing the questions that challenge them to critically
evaluate their surgical practice and teaching.
Gratias Cena 2017 was not sponsored by industry, for the first time in the history of the event, but
funded entirely by Austin general surgery trainees.
All who attended had a good time, and the organisers
deserve to be proud of their achievement.
Gratias Cena 2018 will be held on Saturday 13th October in Carlton. If you are reading this, chances are
you are supposed to be there, so save the date and
email your expression of interest to ASTEC at astecaustin@gmail.com.
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Kellee’s Top Tips for survival at work as a pregnant surgeon.
a. Wear TED stockings. Because of the enormous pressure on your vena cava, iliacs and just fluid retention in general, by the end of the operating day, your ankles may resemble giant redwoods. TED stockings, whilst unattractive
will alleviate this problem. It is easy to wear these under theatre scrubs. I recommend the knee high models as they
have less tendency to roll down. Invest in two or three pairs of correctly fitted stockings. You can get them at almost
any pharmacy for around $50 a pair. They may even be tax deductible. Do not use the white hospital TEDS with the
holes at the toes. These are very uncomfortable and will put pressure on the soles of your feet. You may also need
to buy a new pair of theatre shoes that are a couple of sizes bigger to accommodate your swollen feet.
b. Glove size. You may find as the hormone relaxin takes effect, you will need to go up a glove size to avoid pins and
needles in your hands. They may not get smaller after delivery as the ligaments in your hands and feet permanently
relax.
c. Temperature: When you are operating, ensure the theatre temperature is cool (after the patient is covered up of
course). If you overheat there is a real chance of you might faint. Remember to move your feet and wiggle your toes
to keep the blood flowing. I found taking my shoes off and putting my feet on the cold floor helped. If you do feel
faint, make sure you recognise it early and sit down before you cause yourself or the patient an injury.
d. Don’t forget to eat. Even if you suffer morning sickness, try to put something in your stomach, especially before
you operate. Small frequent snacks will help with nausea. Make sure you keep a supply in your bag or office.
e. Ask for help: This is the one time in your life where you should be asking people to help you out. Sit down when
you can, put your feet up on a chair when doing paper work. Don’t lift patients, bend too much etc. Save your energy for when you need it. Have a foldable mattress and pillow in your office to lie down when you can. You will be
shocked at how fatigued you can be when you are pregnant. If you have a private area, a quick lie down can make
all the difference.
f. Vitamins: Take your vitamins including folate – good for your baby and good for you. If you feel too sick to take
them, try kids vitamins crushed up in ice cream!
g. Get a house keeper. This goes for after you have the baby too. You have enough to worry about without having
to clean the toilet too.
h. Winding Down: In the last few weeks before you commence maternity leave, start winding down and don’t take
on any new projects. Get all your work tidied away. Start handing over your responsibilities to your reliever registrars.
Let everyone know – including the patients, when you are having the baby – my phone rang in the labour room.
i. Cook meals ahead of time, especially in the second trimester when you feel well and have lots of energy. Freeze
food or get ready made meals to eat for those last few weeks when you are working and exhausted and for after you
come home with the baby. You will discover a new level of tiredness at this time and getting to the shops for food
will seem like a gargantuan effort. The best baby gift I was every given was a big pot of hot pumpkin soup and crusty
bread. I could have cried. In fact I did.
j. Sleep when you can. Go to bed early, take naps on the weekend. Pregnancy is exhausting, adding a full time job
to it can be like running a marathon. Make sure you have a comfortable room to sleep in at home. This may mean
installing air conditioning, black out shades, banishing your snoring partner to the guest room. Invest in a good body
pillow, a godsend to stop you getting carpal tunnel from propping yourself up on your side all night.
k. Know when to stop work. Towards the end of pregnancy, when it gets really hard – it is easy to prioritise your
own discomfort before the patients’. I found myself looking jealously at a patient in their bed wishing that I could
lie down in their place and have a rest. If you are having these feelings, it is time to stop work, put your feet up at
home and take your self pity out on your immediate family. Going on leave too early can also be problematic. When
you are used to working hard, sitting at home for six weeks can be pretty boring. At least work keeps your mind off
your swollen ankles.
l. Enjoy your time off. I named my maternity leave my ‘baby vacation.’ There is virtually no other time in life where
you can sit at home with no work responsibilities. One advantage of being a doctor is that it prepares you well for
the onslaught of the three hourly baby feedings. Most surgical registrars are especially attuned to being suddenly
awake and jumping up ready to go in the middle of the night. The baby crying is just like the phone ringing, except
all you have to do is feed a hungry baby and then stumble back to bed. This beats driving in and tending to drunk and
bloodied car accident victims.
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Life after maternity leave – returning to work and
fitting it all in
Returning to work as a surgical registrar after having a
baby can be a tumultuous time no matter when it occurs. Doctors often return to work much earlier than
other women for many reasons. Many professional
women are under financial pressure to provide for
their family, some worry they are letting down their
patients or deskilling. Going back at six to twelve
weeks post partum is difficult, but possible with organisation and support.
Returning to work will take a toll both emotionally and
physically. Give yourself time to adjust and take into
account that you have to make a whole new person
fit into your previously rigid schedule. It is normal to
feel sad or have the ‘baby blues’ for some time after
you have a baby. It is common to find yourself crying
after seeing a baby powder commercial on the TV or
for absolutely no reason at all. However if the sadness is overwhelming I urge you to seek help from
your own doctor. Postnatal depression is very real
and it is vital you look after yourself and your baby.
You may also feel like you have deskilled, even if you
have only been away for a couple of months. Don’t
worry, you will remember what to do.
Hopefully, by six to twelve weeks, your baby is starting to get into a feeding and sleeping rhythm. Being
awake all night with a screaming baby and getting
up to go to work in a busy job at 6am just isn’t fun. If
you have a willing partner, share the night-time load.
We found shift sleeping worked for us. One partner
looked after the baby for the first half of the night and
then the other takes over. Even though you have a
reduced block of sleep – it is quality.
Other things that require careful consideration are:
a. Childcare
This may seem obvious, but sometimes the last
thing you want to face is handing over care to your
newborn to another person. But in order to return to
work, it is a necessity. There are numerous options
available, but whatever you choose it should be reliable and safe. If you are on call, you need to have
someone at home who you can leave the baby with
if you get called in an emergency. You also need back
up if you are caught operating late unexpectedly.
b. Breast feeding at work.
It is possible to work full time and breast feed your
baby. You have to be motivated and patient because
breast feeding is time consuming. There are many
Vol 4 Issue 3 November 2017

The big break!
Social: How I did it! Krinal Mori
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ways to handle breast feeding when it comes to
working full time. You can do a combination of breast
feeding at home and bottle feeding expressed milk
when you are at work, just bottle feed all the time or
even do a combination of formula and breast milk.
The choice is personal but the important thing is to
be flexible and never feel guilty or worried about the
option that you choose. Your baby will accept whatever you can manage and still love you for it.
In the first few weeks after birth, just relax and use
this time to allow you and your baby to learn the whole
breast feeding thing. It can be really hard to learn and
surprisingly, babies are initially not very good at it either. Start storing milk before you go back to work
so you don’t have to worry if you can’t get home in
time for a breast feed. Storing milk means feeding
and pumping at home for many weeks prior to returning to work. This is not easy and you will feel like a
milk machine. There are plenty of books and lactation
consultants available to tell you how to do this.
If you are going back to work full time – do not even
think about using one of those single manual hand
pumps – unless you want your hand to fall off with
fatigue. Remember, pumping goes on every three or
four hours. To express milk successfully as a full time
surgeon, an efficient double electric beast pump is
essential. These are not cheap but are worth the investment. They come housed in a discrete handbag
15

and often have built in coolers to store the milk. These machines enable you to pump in under 10 minutes
and do it anywhere.
Talk to your supervisor about your wish to express milk at work. They must accommodate this request. Your
employer should provide you with a private office space to do your pumping and a refrigerator to store your
milk. Pumping it in a toilet is not good enough. Make sure the milk is clearly labelled so no one adds it to
their coffee! There are a number of bags and cups on the market to store milk.
Timing can be important when breast feeding. Many women need to pump every 3-4 hours to keep their
supply up. With a bit of planning, you can breast feed your baby before work and then pump prior to scrubbing in and then again after. You can then feed your baby by breast when you get home at night. If you are
doing cases longer than four hours, it may be feasible to scrub out and pump if you need to. If you are going
back to work quite soon after having a baby, then engorgement may be an issue if you leave pumping too
long.
Don’t forget to get your night time rest when you are back at work. Let your husband handle the 11pm feed
with breast milk you have pumped a little earlier, so you can get some sleep before an early start or an on
call shift. If you have the right child care, it may also be feasible for your baby’s carer to bring them to work
for a feeding.
Lastly, you are not a failure if you can’t pump enough milk to feed your baby. That’s what formula is there for.
If you can work full time and still keep up enough pumping momentum to feed your baby 24/7, then good
luck to you. But if you can’t, don’t get too upset. Even one bottle of breast milk a day is better than none.
Whatever you do, find what is right for you. A full baby is a contented baby and if you are back at work, you’ll
need all the sleep you can get.
16
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Part time training
Part time training is an option but like everything surrounding parenting and work, it requires planning and
flexibility. Talk to your supervisor and your hospital early. Part time training means that they will need to fill
the other half of your role with someone else. You will also need to decide how this will work with days of
the week, operative experience and on call duties.
Support
Pregnancy and childbirth is a time when you’ll receive and often gratefully accept a lot of advice. Surgical
trainees can get support from many avenues:
a. It can sometimes be helpful to talk to female colleagues or surgical mentors who have done it all before.
b. Your trainee organisation RACSTA can be contacted for guidance.
c. There is a training representative on the Board of General Surgery in each region. They would be happy to
advocate for you.
d. The General Surgery administrative staff in each region are available by telephone or email for any questions you may have about the regulations and your pregnancy.
Above all, please know that General Surgeons Australia, the New Zealand Association of General Surgeons,
the Board in General Surgery, and your hospital supervisors are there to help you. We are passionate about
training and we are there to help you. Don’t hesitate to approach any of us with questions and concerns
about what is likely to be the most memorable time of your life.

Vol 4 Issue 3 November 2017
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Training Corner
Ryan Newbold

Turning back to Torquay
GSA Victorian Trainees Weekend 2017

In Late November, the 2017 Victorian Trainees Weekend was held amongst the beautiful grounds of the
RACV Club, Torquay. Convened by Dr Sarah Martin
(Supervisor – Southern Hub), the weekend’s program focussed on HPB, Breast, Trauma, Melanoma
and Sarcoma. The robust educational program was
complemented by opportunities to catch up with colleagues from around Victoria, as well as a chance to
relax at the Trainees dinner on Saturday Night.
Although aimed at more Senior SET Trainees preparing for the exam, the weekend provided excellent education via larger group lectures, as well as smaller
group sessions. The latter involving Q&A that cleanly
divided the FRACS exam candidates, from the rest
of us.
Highlights from the larger sessions included a talk on
bile duct injuries, strictures and reconstructions. As a
registrar, the take home message was clearly to not
cause an injury in the first place…
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We were provided with a rundown on diagnosis
and management of liver lesions, by our own A/Prof
Muralidharan, as well as important, but slightly less
stimulating presentations from the weekend’s sponsors.
The smaller group sessions provided closer interaction with subspecialist surgeons, who both asked
and answered questions on less common topics
such as elective splenectomy. Highlights included Mr
Julian Choi’s (Western Hub Supervisor) very informative, yet simplified discussion on the management of
severe pancreatitis.
In between sessions, trainees were able to test their
skills on the laparoscopic trainers provided by Applied
Medical. Upper GI surgeons were on hand, giving up
their tricks of the trade for laparoscopic suturing. A
separate competition ran over the weekend, asking
trainees to compete by stacking up the most number
of galvanized nuts. Austin Hubs very own Chiu Kang
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A growing event: Changes implemented over the past five years have resulted ina more inclusive event drawing on nearly 90 trainees each
year. The FRACS exam focus is attractive to exam pending candidates from all states.

brought the house down (but not the stack), balancing
a tower of 28 nuts! A career in Upper GI awaits…
Saturday afternoon came to a close with the heated
trainee debate. This years topic was titled “Bigger is
Better: General Surgery Training Hubs.” The discussion was based around the idea that the eight Victorian training hubs could merge to create four larger
hubs, allowing for greater training flexibility and improve patient outcomes. Austin’s representative Dr
Jonathan Fong was part of the affirmative side. Unfortunately despite a gallant fight, the team couldn’t
quite get the job done on the day. After the weekend,
I chased Jonathan down for a statement on the tough
loss. He conceded the shortfall was only due to an
“over-achieving trainee from the other team, who had
a law degree”. He had no further statements.
Later on, the evening allowed a chance to relax over
a glass of wine. An excellent dinner was put on at Mt
Duneed Estate Winery. Drinks overlooking the vineyard brought a chance to catch up with long lost colleagues, meet new faces, and discuss the upcoming
clinical year.
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Sunday’s program was aimed primarily at those preparing for the fellowship exam. Along with words of
wisdom from one of our successful 2017 candidates,
Dr Ankur Sidhu, the morning also involved an anxietyinducing 25 question mock spot exam. Fortunately, I
was preoccupied at the concurrent SET orientation
along with 4 of my Austin NSET comrades. Vital lessons and tips were learned, on how to keep our noses clean, our heads above water, and get the most
out of the years ahead. Inspiring words from Prof
Glen Guest (Supervisor - South West Regional Hub)
showed us the many possibilities for the future.
Overall, the weekend was a great success. This is
whole heartedly due to the generous speakers who
kindly give up their weekends to provide Victorian
Trainees with best surgical education in the country.
Special thanks also go out to the other presenters
from within the Austin Hub community, Dr Cris Cuthbertson (Bendigo) and Mr Tuck Yong (TNH).
The 2018 Victorian Trainees Weekend has now been
confirmed for November 30 – December 2. See you
there!
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